SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
In May of 2001, researchers at the NASA Glenn Research center in Cleveland Ohio began exploring the possibility of applying Risk Assessment to a frontier propulsion project called Breakthrough Propulsion Physics (BPP). The goals of BPP are the drastic reduction or elimination of propellant mass, the attainment of hyper-fast space travel (approaching or exceeding) the speed of light, and new methods for onboard energy conversion. The BPP challenges transcend mere engineering and forces a re-examination of the fundamental physics from which technology is developed. Presently, BPP is at a maturity level of emerging science. The challenge is formidable: to apply risk assessment to a project that will not have conceptual designs for a long time to come. However, we suggest that it still makes a great deal of sense to think about the risks associated with various paths of research. In particular, it is suggested that there are a number of potential areas where Risk Assessment can be applied even when a project is at the maturity level of emerging science. It is believed that with the concepts and tools of Risk Assessment, more is possible than assessing potential reliability and maintainability. There is more to the story than the obvious need for greater Reliability. We are proposing that Risk Assessment Tools can be applied to guide research success.
INTRODUCTION
Interstellar space travel will pose many difficult scientific problems. Here, we will discuss only a few. One of the most formidable problems is the Propellant Mass Problem. Chemical propellant mass requirements for interstellar travel are nothing less than "astronomical." In order to send a vehicle using chemical propellant with the mass of a space shuttle to our nearest star at the leisurely pace of a 1000 year trip time would require 10 119 kg. of propellant. [1] It may seem that the solution to the Propellant Mass Problem is just a matter of developing more efficient rockets. Unfortunately, exhaust cannot leave a rocket with a velocity that exceeds the velocity of light in a vacuum. This upper limit to the speed of material objects in the universe imposed by Relativistic Dynamics places a serious constraint on how efficient a rocket can be. A perfect rocket would have a propellant of matter and anti-matter that react in a controlled way producing a photon exhaust. A fuel of anti-matter and ordinary matter to react with it would have the smallest ratio of stored energy E, to total mass M, that is physically possible, namely E/M = c 2 . A typical interstellar mission will require at least four phases for a round trip: two phases where acceleration is required and two phases where deacceleration is required. Calculations using the Rocket Equation of Relativistic Dynamics show that the amount of anti-matter required for an interstellar mission with a perfect rocket will be very difficult to produce. [2] Thus, the challenge is to explore the possibility that propulsion may be achieved without propellant. This approach requires that space must have some kind of dynamic structure that can be reacted against in order to satisfy the Law of Conservation of Momentum. Examples of field-drive techniques might be the application of exotic or specially conditioned electromagnetic fields to create antigravity or to "shut off" inertia. A second challenge is to explore the possibility of hyper-fast space travel to exceed the speed of light. Physicists are studying loop holes in Einstein's General Theory of Relativity concerning spacetime "warp-drive" bubbles and induced wormholes. [3] Experiments in hyper-fast travel involve the quantum mechanical tunneling of light through a potential barrier with an apparent super-luminal speed. Hyper-fast travel would eliminate the enormous round-trip times required for missions to the distant stars at "sub-light" speeds. Thirdly, there has to be a method for abundant on-board energy conversion. Tremendous power will be needed to power such star ships of the future. Physicists are therefore studying the possible extraction of power from the zeropoint vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field. [4] However, there is the fourth great problem of interstellar space travel that will exist for any technology: the reliability and maintainability problem.
At interstellar distances, the distress calls carried by electromagnetic waves will take years to reach earth. There will be no re-supply missions to provide spares. Vehicle reliability must be extremely high and must transcend the reliability of any current technology. Maintainability must be ultra-advanced and able to detect, isolate, and correct for even the slightest onset of anomalous conditions.
It is not difficult to see that Risk Assessment will have a direct application to the Interstellar propulsion problem. But more is possible than merely assessing the potential reliability and maintainability of the ultimate propulsion technology. What if Risk Assessment tools could be applied even in the research process? The authors believe that this is possible. Ideas are presented here to show how this may be approached.
GLOSSARY
• Success Event: A specific event occurring as part of a research path or system operation that represents a successful outcome according to some objective criteria.
• Success Tree Analysis: The logical complement of a fault tree analysis. The Top-Level Event represents the desired successful outcome for a project or system. The tree defines the logical and causal relationship between events that bring about the Top-Level success event. The analysis of this tree provides cut-sets for success and importance measures relating to the basic events that enable the TopLevel success event.
[5]
• Traceability Tree: A project diagram that depicts the relationships between various research approaches and their subject matter categories.
• • Expert Elicitation: The process of interviewing experts in any field of endeavor in order to obtain estimates of quantitative parameters and critical insights based on expert knowledge and understanding.
• Defect Detection and Prevention (DDP): A methodology to determine the residual risk after applying process controls and balancing risk reduction with resources. It considers mission requirements, the impact of failure modes on attainment of requirements, a priori probabilities of occurrence, and measures for screening out project failure modes. ( Preventative Measures, Analysis, Process Controls, Testing) [6] • Project Success Analysis: The logical complement of DDP. A proposed methodology to determine research value and value improvement for a project. Considers Science objectives, Success paths, a priori probabilities for success, and flaws or weaknesses that threaten success.
• Hypothetical System Availability Studies: The practice of developing an availability model (block diagram) for a hypothetical (or proposed) system design, in order to estimate system operational availability and sensitivities in the design.
• Ultra-Reliability: Extremely high reliability needed to support Interstellar missions where there is nearly a zero tolerance for critical system failures due to the immense distances away from earth.
• Ultra-Maintainability: The ability to detect, isolate, and correct for even the onset of anomalous conditions that would be encountered on an interstellar flight.
ACRONYMS
The following are acronyms: 
DIFFERENCES IN PERSPECTIVE
One of the first things to note is the difference in perspective about risk between the Reliability engineer and the Research physicist. The Reliability engineer worries about failures, faults, failure mode propagation , probability of system failure and the risk of having catastrophic events. On the other hand, the Research physicists worry about success events, finding success paths, probability of success, the risk of overlooking a scientific discovery, and balancing resources and benefits. The more productive approach with the research activity, at the maturity level of emerging science, was to express risk in positive terms rather than negative. (Benefit replaces severity of failure and Probability of Success replaces Probability of Failure) When the probability of Success is found, we can always find the Probability of Failure by simply subtracting the probability of success from one. The success oriented approach to risk appears to be more acceptable to the research process. However, when considering the analysis of system concepts that are hypothetical or research infrastructure one can always revert back to the usual risk assessment approach where we focus on the probability of failure and severity of failure events.
THE OVERALL APPROACH
The Research Project goal is to produce incremental, credible, and measurable progress. The idea behind breakthrough is that there is some point of investment where a revolutionary idea, method, or perception will drastically boost project performance toward the attainment of the scientific goal. This is in contrast to the continued effort to attain the goal using conventional methods that may be asymptotic to a performance limit with increasing investments. The idea is to combine physics, engineering, technology, and risk assessment to achieve the total breakthrough. Several ideas for the risk assessment activity are suggested as a way to accomplish this. In DDP, failure modes are taken in the most general sense: they are literally anything that can go wrong. Then, apriori probabilities of occurrence for failure modes are considered. These apriori probabilities mean: What is the probability that a failure mode will occur given that we do nothing to prevent it? The second part of DDP is to consider the measures that are taken to "screen out" failure modes from the Project. These measures or actions are defined as: Preventative measures, Analysis, Controls on Processes, and Testing (PACTs).
In searching for a way to apply DDP to the Breakthrough Propulsion Physics Project, the authors conceived of the idea to translate DDP into its logical complement methodology which can be called Project Success Analysis (PSA). It is believed that PSA should be adaptable to the research process and is an alternative way to look at Risk. Below, in figures 2 and 3 two charts compare the DDP methodology and PSA side by side. The PSA would focus on the paths to success for attaining Science objectives. ( Possible approaches to attain the science goal as opposed to failure modes) An apriori probability for success along each path would be estimated: What is the probability that a success path will be completed given ideal conditions? The ideal conditions would pertain to very minimal human error and minimal project impediments and difficulties. The Fraction of science objectives achieved (gained) by completing each success path would be estimated. [ See Note 1 ] (As opposed to the loss of objectives due to the occurrence of a failure mode) Estimates of the apriori probability and the fraction of science objectives attained would be made by expert elicitation. (See Note 2)
The project flaws, weaknesses, and difficulties (W&Ds) that threaten success would be determined. ( A graphical depiction is shown in figure 1 . ) The impact on probability of success for various success paths considering the weaknesses and difficulties is estimated. Analogous to DDP, instead of a risk histogram, a value histogram is developed which will essentially express the probability of success times the benefit of attaining the goal. This would just be a positive way of assessing risk in terms of positively oriented parameters that are preferred by the researchers. However, the analysis will force the research team to consider the real threats to success, the probabilities that they assign to various approaches for the research objective, how these probabilities are affected by the inherent weaknesses in the project (what the reliability engineer would call the possible failure modes) and what types of actions can be taken to eliminate or avoid potential problems. 
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Another proposed application to the BPP project would be the operational availability analysis of a hypothetical fielddrive propulsion vehicle. There are a number of software tools that can be used to construct these models and perform failure simulations over projected interstellar mission times. An example might be to construct an availability model for a hypothetical system using RAPTOR. (Rapid Availability Prototyping for Test and Operational Readiness) currently owned and developed by ARINC Corporation.
This approach might be to construct a block diagram assuming basic types of sub-systems to carry out functions such as: life support, power storage and management, command and data management, communications, fielddrive propulsion, navigation, and shielding.
As a starting point, very high levels of active or standby redundancy could be assumed in the model. Very high MTBF, and low MTTR could be assumed for each redundant unit. It can be assumed that for an interstellar mission, a small set of priority spares are stowed on-board. With each spare is associated a low MLDT because of the proximity of spares to the actual repair or replacement sites on the vehicle. We can gradually reduce the design redundancy, unit MTBF, on-board sparing, and incrementally increase MTTR to reflect hypothetical reductions in reliability and maintenance efficiency. RAM parameters can be changed either individually or in combination. System failure simulations can be run to calculate the resulting operational availability, MTBDE, MRT, and reliability without repair. Thus, in these sensitivity studies, we can search for some optimal system architecture and R&M allocations that will support the mission availability requirement. An example of such a model is shown below: a screen shot from RAPTOR. The third example of project analysis is the Success Tree Analysis of scientific research approaches. In this methodology, the research team defines a top-level success event for the project. In our example, this is defined as: "A Propulsion Physics Breakthrough." The intermediate events on the second level of the success tree would define events that may occur independently or in combination to bring about the top-level success event. Each of these intermediate events is further analyzed at level 3 of the success tree by using the appropriate logic gates. The Success Tree is developed as far down as the research team wishes to analyze or to the level of basic events. An example of the success tree is shown below in Fault Tree Logic text mode in a screen shot taken from SAPHIRE. The Method of expert elicitation can be used to estimate the probability of success for basic success events at the lower tier of the success tree. The Fault tree tool can then be used to find the cut sets: the combination of basic success events that can cause the Top-Level success event. The minimal cut set can also be found: the smallest combination of basic success events that result in the Top-Level Success Event. The quantitative evaluations of a Success Tree consist of the determination of the Top-Event probability, the importance measures for the basic success events, sensitivity studies, and uncertainty analysis. (See Note 3) Uncertainty analysis calculates the variability in the success tree top event probability resulting from uncertainties in the basic event probabilities.
There are several important benefits from conducting the success tree analysis of the project. The Success Tree Analysis provides a visual, logic model of the basic and intermediate success events leading up to the top-level success event defined for the project. This draws attention to important basic success events and what must be done to enable these events. It also causes the consideration of human error, and its impact on preventing project success.
If a Success Tree is quantified, the basic success events that are the cause of project success can be prioritized according to their importance. It is expected that about 20% of the basic success events will contribute significantly to the top-Success Event probability.
CONCLUSION
There are three basic reasons to apply Risk Assessment to the Breakthrough Propulsion Physics Project, a project that is merely at stage of emerging science.
1. In relation to scientific experiments (experimental infrastructure and hardware) Risk analysis will address the real life potential hazards and system failure modes and how to avoid or mitigate them. This will improve our probability of success and provide safe experimentation. 2. It will improve the understanding of risks associated with hypothetical propulsion and propulsion vehicle concepts (in particular, field-drive concepts) in relation to possible interstellar missions. 3. Project Success Analysis or Success Tree Analysis has the capability to structure the possible scientific paths to success into a logical and visual model that captures the causal relationship between events. These models can be quantitatively evaluated to provide importance measures for specific basic success events. This process provides a tool to prioritize research efforts and creates a synergy with the emerging science.
